Smart Home
Assistive Technologies

Artificial Intelligence (AI) Devices
Product line of devices that are controlled by an individual’s voice. Wifi required.
- Amazon Alexa
- Google Home
- Facebook Portal

Available at: Amazon.com, Google.com, Target, Walmart, Lowes, etc.

Smart Bulbs, Plugs, & Switches (WIFI)

Lights
WIFI
Light Bulbs, plugs, and switches: Control your lights and set up light routines with your voice or through device apps. Remotely access your home system.
- Phillips Hues light systems
- GE light systems

No WIFI needed
- The Clapper
- Plug remote control systems
- Motion Sensor Lights

Available at: Google.com, Amazon.com, Walmart, Lowes, Target, etc.

Thermostat
WIFI Thermostat Sensor System
- Nest thermostat sensor

WIFI Thermostat Systems- Control/monitor your home temperatures, create schedules, turn on/off/adjust system remotely
- Nest System-app controlled
- Hive Smart Thermostat (Hub required)-app controlled
- Ecobee Wi-Fi Thermostat-voice/app controlled
- Emerson Sensi Automatic Thermostat-app controlled

Available at: Google.com, Amazon.com, Walmart, Lowes, etc.
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#### Alexa Microwave-
- AmazonBasic Microwave; [www.amazon.com](http://www.amazon.com)
- Amazon Smart Oven- Turn on, preheat, temperature/completion notification, voice; [www.elttis.com](http://www.elttis.com)

#### Flood Sensor
- **Ring Alarm Flood & Freeze Sensor**- protects you home from flood and water damage. Detects water or freeze levels in a home & sends text message alerts when activated.
- **Wesserstein Smart WI-FI Water Sensor**
- **Govee WIFI Water Detector**

Available at: Amazon.com and Walmart

#### Home Safety

#### Smoke and Carbon Monoxide Detector
- **Ring Detector**- Access alerts and manage through app and Alexa/Google compatible (ring alarm base station required)
- **Xiaomi Mijia Honeywell**- fire, smoke, and gas detector. Access alerts through app.
- **Google Nest Alarm**- Access alerts and manage through app.

Available at: Google.com, Amazon.com, Walmart, Bed Bath & Beyond, Lowes, etc.

#### Home Maintenance

#### Floor Cleaner
- **Eufy 30C**- compatible with Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, or through manufacturer’s app
- **LG Hom-Bot CR5765GD**
- **iRobot Roomba e5**

[Best Robotic Vacuums of 2020](https://www.consumerreports.org/robotic-vacuums/best-robotic-vacuums-of-the-year/)

#### Lawn Mower
- **Worx Landroid M Robotic Lawn Mower**- [www.amazon.com](http://www.amazon.com), [www.lowes.com](http://www.lowes.com)
- **Robomow RS622**-[www.wellbots.com](http://www.wellbots.com)

[The Best Robot Lawn Mowers for 2020 article](https://www.pcmag.com/picks/the-best-robot-lawn-mowers)
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Doorbell Alert Systems
- Ring Door View Cam
- Nest Hello video doorbell
- Notifi Elite video doorbell

Home Security

Doorbell Alert & Camera Systems
- Ring Door View Cam
- Nest Hello video doorbell
- Notifi Elite video doorbell

Camera Systems
- Ring Spotlight Camera
- Arlo Pro Camera Indoor/Outdoor Wireless
- Blink XT2 Indoor/Outdoor Surveillance System
- Google Nest Camera Systems

Door Sensors
- Wifi: Ring, Nest Detect, WIFI, Govee WIFI Sensors
- Battery operated: Bitiwend Door Alarm

Automatic Door Locks
- Schlage Encode
- Schlage Sense
- Nest X Lock
- Halo Smart Lock

Available at: Google.com, Amazon.com, Walmart, Bed Bath & Beyond, Best Buy, Lowes, etc.

Call Bell Systems & Fall Alert/Panic Systems

Call bell systems allow in home notification when an individual needs assistance with the easy of pushing a button.

- Penck Caregiver Wireless Call Bell System
- Daytech Caregiverer Pager Wireless Call Button
- Litotin wireless Caregiver Call Button
- CallToU Wireless Caregiver Oager System-wall plug in

Home Fall Alert/Panic Button Systems
- Life Station Medical Alert System, Alert1 System
- Apple Watch Series 5, MyNotifi Fall Detection, no fees
- SimpliSafe Wireless Panic System
- ADT, CPI Security

Available at: Amazon.com, mynotifi.com, Apple.com, Walmart, Target, Lowes, ADT, CPI Security, etc.
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**Door Alarms**

*Google Nest Detect*: keep track of doors opening in your home. Nest Detect detects motion in a room or hallway. A Nest Guard is required for Nest Detect products. (Available through Google.com, Amazon.com, or at Lowes)

*Govee WIFI Door Sensor*: “Smart Door Motion Sensor Works with Amazon Alexa, APP Control and Email Alert Function, 2 Door Open Alarm and 1 Wi-Fi Gateway (No Sound), No Monthly Fee - Doesn’t Support 5G.”

*Ring Motion Detector System*: Alerts individuals when motion is sensed. Requires the ring alarm base station system. Mobile alerts.

*Battery Operated, Motion Detector, or door sensor*: No WIFI needed, easily mounted, magnetic sensor alarm when doors open, and on/off switch availability.

**Location & GPS Devices**

Locator devices that use GPS (global positioning systems) are assistive technologies that can help locate items.

**GPS**
- *Nut system, Tile system*

**Battery Operated (no GPS)**
- *Key Finder*
- *Tebru Wireless Key Finder*
- *LINKFU Key Finder*

Available at: Amazon.com, Wish.com, Tile.com, Walmart, Target, Lowes, etc.

**Home Consultations**

Gain more control of your home’s security with indoor/outdoor camera’s and video doorbell systems.

**NC Assistive Technology**- (910) 251-7078, [https://www.ncdhhs.gov/divisions/vocational-rehabilitation-services/north-carolina-assistive-technology-program](https://www.ncdhhs.gov/divisions/vocational-rehabilitation-services/north-carolina-assistive-technology-program)

**CPI Security**- (855) 955-3212, [https://cpisecurity.com](https://cpisecurity.com)

**ADT**- (855) 218-0260, [https://security.adt.com](https://security.adt.com).
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